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LETTERFROMTHEPRESIDENT
Happy Holidays from the Student Agencies family!
The month of January
marks the season of
beginnings, with the new
year-2020!-finally arriving.

The e-Lab team, as well, continues to grow in
their innovation and diligence. This semester,
our passionate cohort of e-Lab entrepreneurs
has contributed to an excellent team full of
inspiration and drive. I congratulate them on
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their successes so far, and cannot wait to see

Agencies managers

what the new year has in store for e-Lab!

complete their training

On the re-development efforts for 411-15, we
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Steps forward include securing additional
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approvals from the city, working with our

as valuable members of the Student Agencies

consultants and development partners to

team and moving on to new, exciting ventures in

hone both the design and construction costs,

the future. I wish each of these students the best

and evaluating various financing options. We

luck for continued success in the future, and

are very excited about this progress as we

congratulate them on all that they have

work toward an expected Spring start of

accomplished.

construction. Stay tuned for further updates in
our next newsletter!

This edition of the eNews will include:
-

-

An Introduction to Hayden St ok ley ('22),
In com in g Gen er al M an ager of Cam pu s
Pr om ot ion s
An eLab Spotlight on Spar k Pop
An Alumni Spotlight on Rose Pem ber ('17)
eLab Startup Kr èyol Essen ce Featured on
Shark Tank

Sincerely,
Sh ar on Dau k (M BA '89)
Chairwoman and President
Student Agencies Foundation

ANINTRODUCTIONTOHAYDEN
STOKLEY('22),INCOMINGGENERAL
MANAGEROFCAMPUSPROMOTIONS

what her passions entailed: creativity,
design, communications, and law. She has
always been a fan of engaging her
academic work through an
interdisciplinary approach, and she
followed that ideal throughout her first
year and a half spent at Cornell. Now a
current sophomore studying in the School
of Industrial and Labor Relations, Hayden
has completed her first two months of
training as one of the incoming General
Managers of Campus Promotions. She
asserts, as with anything during her
studies in college, that the best way to
learn is by doing, and that?s exactly what
attracted her to apply for the Student
Agencies position in the first place.

Like many incoming freshmen at Cornell,
Hayden Stokley didn?t know quite what she
wanted to pursue as a career, but she did know

To Hayden, the idea of learning through
hands-on experience appealed to her due
to its stark contrast from the typical
.

environment she found herself in during
class, sitting in a chair listening to lectures for
hours. She wanted to find tangible work
experience with the hopes that being
involved in a bigger project would guide her
towards her own future passions and career
goals. She also found the idea of a
student-run business intriguing. As a member
of Telluride House, a selective residential
community and scholarship program at
Cornell, Hayden was already familiar with the
idea of running on ?student power ?, as the
program functions through the residents
making decisions for and about the house.
She had also worked previously in marketing
and sales jobs, but especially wanted to
refine her professional skills and business
experience in a different type of workplace
setting. She has worked several jobs but
always felt frustrated, even with projects she

was passionate about, because she did
not have much authority or any chances
to make decisions. Hayden explained,
?When you can take ownership over
something you have done yourself, it
makes that project so much more
special.?
What appealed the most to Hayden
about Campus Promotions, however,
was ?the opportunity the position gives
to combine creativity with sales in a
unique way,?--an opportunity Hayden is
especially excited to capitalize on. She is
most excited for the upcoming year to
see what types of consulting clients that
Campus Promotions can form
partnerships with.

Over the years, Campus Promotions has
evolved from primarily dealing in poster
distribution and the creation of the Map and
Gorge publications to now, developing
another aspect to add to the company
portfolio: consulting and digital media
marketing. This shift in focus started largely
due to the changing nature of social media
marketing, especially to millennial and college
aged consumers. Hayden is most excited
about having the opportunity to form new
connections with emerging Ithaca businesses.
"It?s nice to be able to reach out to the Ithaca
community and the Cornell alumni network to
help them market to students like me.?
So far, Hayden has already learned a wealth of
knowledge from participating in Student
Agencies. She explained that one of her favorite
experiences was attending the 125th

Anniversary Gala of SAI. ?So many people
were providing me with advice and
suggestions, about my career, about my
studies at Cornell, and just everything."
She added that she left that day ?feeling
inspired to work even harder, because I have
so many resources here to really pursue my
passions.?

ANELABSPOTLIGHTONSPARKPOP

food science. She discovered her passion for
food science, but also felt as though she didn?t
want to spend all of her time in a lab, so she

The founder of startup Spark Pop saw an unlikely
solution to the snacking dilemma plaguing those
in corporate work spaces: lollipops. By taking a
conventionally satisfying, portable, and familiar
candy and elevating it with healthier ingredients,
Spark Pop is aiming to revolutionize the way
people snack at their desks--all while also cutting
the sugar content to less than 5 grams.
Delia Hughes, founder of Spark Pop, always knew
that she wanted to work in the food industry, but
she?s especially passionate about the intersecting
cohesion of business and food products. Through
this angle, she?s done everything from work
firsthand on product formulation to preparing
and analyzing marketing strategies. Originally
from Eastchester, New York, Delia attended
Cornell for her undergraduate degree and studied

sought out opportunities that combined
business and entrepreneurship with her love
for food and food production. She participated
in product development teams each year at
Cornell, an experience she thoroughly enjoyed,
and followed those experiences with an array
of external job opportunities.
In her junior year, Delia interned for Sam?s Club
Corp. in Bentonville, Arkansas where she
ended up working full-time after graduation.
She became a cheese buyer for the company,
travelling for Sam?s Club identifying gourmet
cheeses to buy. Recently, she cites travelling
internationally and domestically for
companies, working on product assortment
and curation, as sources of inspiration that
guide her marketing strategies for Spark Pop.

She even studied abroad in Parma, Italy to
intern with cheese manufacturers and
distributors, hoping to gain a deeper
understanding of food production. Delia has
also continued to learn about food marketing
through attending various food shows, but what
really crystallized Delia?s passion for marketing
and entrepreneurship with food was in business
development sales--working for Atalanta Corp,
owned by a Cornell alum family. Here, she
learned, on an intensive level, about sales,
developing new products, and taking a
European product and making it relevant for the
US market.
Hughes is especially excited about delving
deeper into her interests of specialized food
markets, where unique food products are
innovated to cater to a specific audience,
deviating from what is traditional or typical.
Spark Pop embodies the entrepreneurial side of
specialty foods, both as a business model and as
a consumer-oriented product. It combines the
childlike fun of a lollipop with the standards and

desires many consumers have for a healthier,
more natural snack.
The conceptual beginnings of Spark Pop started
early. The founders wanted an accessible and
convenient snack that catered to the innate
cravings that people find themselves plagued by
in corporate work environments, but they did
not yet know what snack they would develop.
After speaking with over a hundred consumers
and analyzing what, exactly, the market wants,
one thing was clear: people love sugar. Spark
Pop capitalized on that desire, but they also
knew that, in targeting a population of
millennials, moms, and busy workers, health was
also a factor too. That?s why the Spark Pop team
formulated the hard candy to have less sugar
and be made with minimal, real fruit ingredients.
Hughes calls the eLab accelerator program ?a
blessing? for startups and finds the professors
and the environment of the eLab community to
be especially helpful resources. She cites the
diversity of the professors?strengths and their
accessibility and assistance as significant

competitive advantages for their project. The
environment, similarly, brings a host of other
benefits, with the array of different startups all
sharing their progress, tips, and ideas. Hughes.
Delia, now a Johnson MBA student, lauds the
eLab classes, which meet on Tuesdays weekly,
and the Saturday sessions that prompt cohort
updates as ample and engaging resources as
well.
Spark Pop is still in the beginning stages of its
production and involvement. Currently, the
founders are working on securing a
manufacturer while also finalizing the
ingredients of the lollipop with a
newly-simplified recipe that is more efficient to
produce in large quantities. Their next steps
include plans to test Spark Pops in corporate
locations and in university libraries, along with
expanding into tabling and pop-up events to
allow for customer sampling and promote
awareness.
The vision of Spark Pop has always been to take
something that?s ?been around for centuries?

and innovate it into the best possible product.
With the help of eLab, the inspiration of the eLab
cohort, and the unique experiences of the Spark
Pop team, this startup has a sweet future to look
forward to.

ANALUMNISPOTLIGHTONROSE
PEMBER('16)
From Colorado to Brooklyn, Rose Pember, the
2016 Director of Marketing, has been driven to
create her own unique
entrepreneurial journey:
from a literature
background, through a
new SAI position, to a
recently founded design
firm. Growing up in the
mountains of Colorado,
Rose Pember (?16) was
drawn to Cornell
through the idea of ?any person any study?. She
wanted to study more than just one single
discipline and enjoyed the breadth of various
studies she could access during her four years at
the university. Rose considered various majors,

pursuing several before finally electing to
study Comparative Literature in the
College of Arts and Sciences. She found
that, through the Comparative Literature
major, she was challenged and
intellectually stimulated in a way that
transformed her way of thought.
Throughout her undergraduate
experience, Rose was involved in a variety
of organizations serving as the Director of
Human Resources for Kappa Alpha Theta,
along with Big Red Ideas, Council for the
Arts Cornell, and Entrepreneurship at
Cornell--where she continues to facilitate
Hackathons. She became SAI?s Director of
Marketing her junior year after applying
without any prior experience in business,
but a desire to challenge herself .
.

Rose wanted to try her hand at a personal

"Student Agencies was excellent

endeavor where she could accomplish

exposure to management strategy,

something herself, on her own accord. While
working as a Director of Marketing, she

gifting opportunity to understand

demonstrated to the company just how vital

different audience markets and craft

the position was to maintaining and

creative messaging. In retrospect, this

improving the company?s presence on

was my first step towards my design

campus.

career."

At first, Rose worked to balance the needs of

Rose loved the people she worked with

each individual agency with the Student

and found herself very close to her

Agencies Foundation as a whole. Throughout

teammates. She loved the collaborative

the year, she taught herself many principles

nature of the work and found that her

of design through projects that spearheaded

coworkers in the office enabled a

creative and innovative new marketing

seamless synchronicity for all of the

strategies to promote an enhanced image of

members to get their work done

the SAI brand.

successfully.
After Student Agencies, Rose decided

-to continue her studies at Parsons School of

In January of 2019, Rose co-founded

Design in New York City to pursue an MS in

Manifesto LLC, a multidisciplinary design

Strategic Design and Management.

firm in Brooklyn. She and her co-founder

Throughout her studies at Parsons, she

work to shape complex intangible

sought out professional opportunities within

outcomes with organizational leaders --

the business world, seeking to apply her

helping to solve strategic problems their

knowledge and experience from SAI to

organizations are facing, like shaping

integrate both of her passions.

culture, developing new products or

She began this pursuit by running a

services, conducting field research, and

design-driven incubator to assist the startups

more. In addition, Manifesto also teaches

of current students and alumni and working

traditional craft classes including

to manage engagement for eLab startup

woodworking, leather craft, book binding,

Comake. After her graduation in 2018 from

and screen printing which are open to sign

Parsons School of Design, she was asked to

up for on their website.

return as part-time faculty teaching business
design to graduate students.

ELABSTARTUPKRÈYOLESSENCE
FEATUREDONSHARKTANK

products in a sustainable, ethically responsible
way.
Their products feature Haitian castor oil,
touted as natural ?liquid gold?. Castor oil has
skyrocketed in popularity as a beauty product
in recent years, but Kreyòl Essence stands out
among the crowd of beauty brands. Their
business model is dedicated to empowering
the suppliers, employees, and customers of
their brand. No detail is overlooked; from
ingredient sourcing, job creation, to
production.

eLab team Kreyòl Essence has enjoyed
tremendous success since its launch, and now, this
business is set to dive even deeper into the top
leagues of entrepreneurship with an appearance
on ABC?s world-famous TV series, Shark Tank. The
company?s co-founders, Yve-Car Momperousse
and Stéphane Jean-Baptiste, designed Kreyòl
Essence to provide Haitian beauty and skincare

Momperousse and Jean-Baptiste's products
are initially harvested by local Haitian farmers;
then, Haitian women employed by Kreyòl
Essence extract the oil by hand in a fully
natural process? helping to create jobs in
these communities while also providing a
premium product.

Momperousse and Jean-Baptiste discussed their
brand, business model, and innovative strategies
on Shark Tank in front of a panel of famous
investors. In the episode, which aired on January
12th, 2020, the Kreyòl Essence team of
entrepreneurs highlighted their business model
and plans for expansion, negotiating a deal with
the Sharks for sponsorship and guidance in
exchange for a stake in the company. Don?t miss
out on catching these successful eLab alumni as
they show off just how unique their startup is!

The episode that Krèyol Essence is featured in
can be found here.

